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Abstract. We conducted a quasi-experiment comparing novice pair programmers to expert pair programmers. The expert pairs wrote tests with
a higher instruction, line, and method coverage but were slower than the
novices. The pairs within both groups switched keyboard and mouse
possession frequently. Furthermore, most pairs did not share the input
devices equally but rather had one partner who is more active than the
other.
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1

Introduction

Pair programming has been investigated in several studies in recent years. The
experience of the subjects with pair programming in these studies varies widely:
On the one extreme are novices with no or little pair programming experience
who have just been trained in agile programming techniques, on the other extreme are experts with several years of experience with agile software development in industry. It seems rather obvious that expertise has an effect on the pair
programming process and therefore on the outcome of a study comparing pair
programming to some other technique. Yet, the nature of the differences between
experts and novices has not been investigated so far. Nevertheless, knowing more
about these differences is interesting for the training of agile techniques as well
as for the assessment of studies on this topic. This study presents an exploratory
analysis of the data of nine novice and seven expert pairs, exposing differences
between the groups as well as identifying common attributes of their pair programming processes.

2

Related Work

When it comes to research on pair programming, a large part of the studies
focus on the effectiveness of pair programming. Research on that topic has produced significant results as summarized in a meta-study by Dybå et al. [1]. They
analyzed the results of 15 studies comparing pair and solo programming and

conclude that quality and duration favor pair programming while effort favors
solo programming. Arisholm et al. [2] conducted a quasi-experiment with 295
professional Java consultants in which they examined the effect of programmer
expertise and task complexity on the effectiveness of pair programming compared to solo programming. They measured the duration for task completion,
effort and the correctness of the solutions. The participants had three different
levels of expertise, namely junior, intermediate and senior and worked on maintenance tasks on two functionally equivalent Java applications with differing
control style. The authors conclude that pair programming is not beneficial in
general because of the observed increase in effort. Nevertheless, the results indicate positive effects of pair programming for inexperienced programmers solving
complex tasks: The junior consultants had a 149 percent increase in correctness when solving the maintenance tasks on the Java application with the more
complex, delegated control style.
Other studies have taken an experimental approach to identify programmer
characteristics critical to pair success: Domino et al. [3] examined the importance of the cognitive ability and conflict handling style. In their study, 14 parttime students with industrial programming experience participated. Cognitive
ability was measured with the Wonderlic Personal Test (WPT), conflict handling style with the Rahim Organizational Conflict Inventory (ROCI-II). The
performance of a pair was neither correlated with its cognitive ability nor its
conflict handling style. Chao et al. [4] first surveyed professional programmers
to identify the personality traits perceived as important for pair programming.
They then conducted an experiment with 58 undergraduate students to identify the crucial personality traits for pair success. The experiment yielded no
statistically significant results. Katira et al. [5] examined the compatibility of
student pair programmers among 564 freshman, undergraduate, and graduate
students. They found a positive correlation between the students’ perception
of their partners’ skill level and the compatibility of the partners. Pairs in the
freshman course were more compatible if the partners had different Myers-Briggs
personality types. Sfetsos et al. [6] present the results of two experiments comparing the performance of 22 student pairs with different Keirsey temperaments
to 20 student pairs with the same Keirsey temperament. The pairs with different
temperaments performed better with respect to the total time needed for task
completion and points earned for the tasks. The pairs with different temperaments also communicated more than the pairs with the same temperament.
Furthermore, there are several field studies reporting on data from professional programmers, some of them including video analysis of pair programming
sessions. None of these studies were designed to produce statistically significant
results, but the observations made are valuable, because they show how pair
programmers behave in typical working environments. Bryant [7] presents data
from fourteen pair programming sessions in an internet banking company, half
of which were videotaped. Initial findings suggest that expert pair programmers
interact less than pair programmers with less expertise. Additionally, partners
in expert pairs showed consistent behavior no matter which role they played,

whereas less experienced pair programmers showed no stable activity pattern
and acted differently from one another. Bryant et al. [8] studied 36 pair programming sessions of professional programmers working in their familiar work
environment. They classified programmers’ verbalizations according to sub-task
(e. g. write code, test, debug, etc.). They conclude that pair programming is
highly collaborative, although the level of collaboration depends on the sub-task.
In a follow-up study Bryant et al. [9] report on data of 24 pair programming sessions. The authors observe that the commonly assumed roles of the navigator
acting as a reviewer and working on a higher level of abstraction do not occur.
They propose an alternative model for pair interaction in which the roles are
rather equal. Chong and Hurlbutt [10] are also skeptical about the existence
of the driver and navigator role. They observed two development teams in two
companies for four months. They state that the observed behavior of the pair
programmers is inconsistent with the common description of the roles driver
and navigator. Both programmers in a pair were mostly at the same level of
abstraction while discussing; different roles could not be observed.

3

Study

The following sections describes the study which was motivated by the following
research hypotheses:
RHtime The expert pairs need less time to complete a task than the novice pairs.
This assumption is based on the results from a quasi-experiment comparing
the test-driven development processes of expert and novice solo programmers
[11] where the experts were significantly faster than the novices.
RHcov The expert pairs achieve a higher test coverage than the novice pairs.
Like the research hypothesis above, this one is based on the findings in [11].
RHconf The partners in the expert pairs compete less for the input devices than
the partners in the novice pairs. In our extreme programming lab course,
we observed that the students were competing for the input devices. Hence,
we thought this might be an indicator for an immature pair programming
process.
3.1

Participants

The novice group consisted of 18 Computer Science students from an extreme
programming lab course [12] in which they learned the techniques of extreme
programming and applied them in a project week. They participated in the
quasi-experiment in order to get their course credits. In the mean, they were in
their seventh semester, had about five years of programming experience including two years of programming experience in Java. Six members of the novice
group reported prior experience with pair programming, three of them in an
industrial project. Only one novice had used JUnit before the lab course, none
had tried test-driven development before. For the assignment of the pairs the

experimenter asked each novice for three favorite partners and then assigned the
pairs according to these preferences. Only pair N6 could not be matched based
on their preferences.
The group of experts was made up of 14 professional software developers. All
experts came from German IT companies, 13 from a company specialized in agile
software development and consulting. One expert took part in his spare time and
was remunerated by the experimenter, the others participated during normal
working hours, so all experts were compensated. All experts have a diploma in
Computer Science or in Business Informatics. On average, they had 7.5 years
of programming experience in industrial projects including on average five years
experience with pair programming, about three years experience with test-driven
development, five years experience with JUnit, and seven years experience with
Java. The expert pairs were formed based on their preferences and time schedule.
3.2

Task

The pairs had to complete the control program of an elevator system written in
Java. The system distinguishes between requests and jobs. A request is triggered
if an up or down button outside the elevator is pressed. A job is assigned to
the elevator after a passenger chooses the destination floor inside the elevator.
The elevator system is driven by a discrete clock. For each cycle, the elevator
control expects a list of requests and jobs and decides according to the elevator
state which actions to perform next. The elevator control is driven by a finite
automaton with four states: going-up, going-down, waiting, and open. The task
description contained a state transition diagram explaining the conditions for
switching from one state to another and the actions to be performed during a
state switch.
To keep the effort manageable, only the open-state of the elevator control
had to be implemented. The pairs received a program skeleton which contained
the implementation of the other three states. This skeleton comprises ten application and seven test classes with 388 and 602 non-commented lines of code,
respectively. The set of unit tests provided with the program skeleton use mock
objects [13] [14] to decouple the control of the elevator logic from the logic that
administrates the incoming jobs and requests. However, the mock-object implementation in the skeleton does not provide enough functionality to develop the
whole elevator control. Other functionality has to be added to the mock object
to test all desired features of the elevator control. Thus, the number of lines of
test code may be higher than the number of lines of application code. The mock
object also contributes to the line count.
3.3

Realization

Implementation took place during a single programming session. All pairs worked
on a workplace equipped with two cameras and a computer with screen capture
software [15] installed. All novice pairs and one expert pair worked in an office

within the Computer Science department. For the other expert pairs an equivalent workplace was set up in a conference room situated in their company.
There was an implicit time limit due to the cameras’ recording capacity of
seven hours. Additionally, the task description states that the task can be completed in approximately four to five hours. Each participant recorded interrupts
such as going to the bathroom or lunch breaks. The time logs were compared to
the video recordings to ensure consistency.
Apart from pair programming, the participants were asked to use test-driven
development to solve the programming task. The pairs had to work on the problem until they were convinced they had an error free solution, which would pass
an automatic acceptance test, ideally at first attempt. If the acceptance test
failed, the pair was asked to correct the errors and to retry as soon as they were
sure that the errors were fixed. One pair in the expert group and one pair in the
novice group did not pass the acceptance test after more than six hours of work
and gave up.

4

Data Analysis and Results

As all research hypotheses tested in the following sections have an implicit direction and the samples are small, the one-tailed Wilcoxon-Rank-Sum Test [16,
pp. 106] is used for evaluation. The power of the respective one-tailed t-Test at a
significance level of 5 percent, a medium effect size of 0.51 and a harmonic mean
of 7.88 is 0.242. The power of the Wilcoxon-Test is in the worst case 13.6 percent
smaller than the power of the t-Test [16, pp. 139]. Thus, the probability of detecting an effect is only 10.6 percent. This probability is fairly small compared
to the suggested value of 80 percent [17, p. 531]. To sum up, if a difference on
the 5 percent level can be shown, everything is fine. But the probability that an
existing difference is not revealed is 89.4 percent for a medium effect size.
As mentioned before, two pairs did not develop an error free solution. One
could argue that the data points of these pairs should be excluded from analysis,
because their programs are of inferior quality. Nevertheless, for the evaluations
concerning input activity (see Sect. 4.3) the program quality is of minor importance. Accordingly, the two data points were not removed. Additional p-values,
computed excluding the two data points2 , are reported wherever it makes a
difference and the two data points are highlighted in all boxplots and tables.
4.1

Time

First of all, we compared the time needed for implementation defined as time
span from handing out the task description to the final acceptance test. The
initial reading phase, breaks, and the time needed for acceptance tests were excluded afterwards. RHtime stated our initial assumption that the expert pairs
1
2

As defined in [17, p. 26].
With two data points less the power is only 8.4 percent.
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need less time than the novice pairs, i. e. T imee < T imen . Figure 1 depicts the
time needed for implementation as boxplots (grey) with the data points (black)
as overlay; the empty squares mark the pairs which did not pass the acceptance
test. The boxplots show that there is no support for the initial research hypothesis. Judging by the data rather the opposite seems to be true. Consequently,
not the initial research hypothesis but the re-formulated, opposite hypothesis
T imee > T imen (null-hypothesis: T imee ≤ T imen ) was tested. This revealed
that the experts were significantly slower than the novices (p = 0.036). Omitting
the data points from the pairs that did not pass the acceptance test results in a
even smaller p-value of 0.015.
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Novice

Fig. 1. Time Needed for Implementation.

4.2

Test Coverage

The test coverage was measured on the final versions of the pairs’ programs
using EclEmma [18]. The evaluation of test coverage is motivated by RHcov ,
which expresses our assumption that the expert pairs write tests with a higher
coverage than the novice pairs, i. e. Cove > Covn . The respective null-hypothesis
Cove ≤ Covn was tested for instruction, line, block, and method coverage. For
instruction, line, and method coverage the null-hypothesis can be rejected on the
5 percent level with p-values of 0.045, 0.022, and 0.025. For block coverage the
result is not statistically significant (p = 0.084). If we omit the pairs which did
not successfully pass the acceptance test we can still observe a trend in the same
direction. However, none of the results is statistically significant anymore. The pvalues for instruction, line, block, and method coverage are 0.135, 0.068, 0.238,
and 0.077, respectively. Figure 2 shows the boxplots for the line and method
coverage of the two groups. The dashed line indicates the test coverage of the
program skeleton initially handed out to the pairs.
Looking at the test coverage, it seems that the experts had sacrificed speed for
quality. Yet, the costs for the extra quality are high: In the mean, the expert pairs
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worked more than one hour longer than the novice pairs to achieve a 2.6 percent
higher line coverage. Perhaps they also took the acceptance test more seriously
than the novices and tested longer before handing in their programs. But the
number of acceptance tests needed by the expert pairs and novice pairs gives us
no clue whether this assumption is true or false (see Fig. 3). The only way to
answer the question will be further analysis of the recorded videos.
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Fig. 3. Number of Acceptance Tests.

4.3

Measures of Input Activity

Books for extreme programming practitioners mention two different roles when
it comes to describing the interaction of the two programming partners and their
basic tasks in a pair programming session [19] [20] [21]. Williams and Kessler [22]
provide the most commonly used names for these roles: driver and navigator.
Even though, the descriptions of the driver and navigator role in these textbooks
differ marginally, all agree upon one basic feature of the driver role: The driver
is responsible for implementing and therefore uses the keyboard and the mouse.

Assuming that this is true, the use of mouse and keyboard by the two partners
should make it possible to conclude how long one of the partners stays driver
until the two partners switch roles.
Input Device Control and Conflict We observe the time a programmer
touches the keyboard and/or the mouse. Having control of the input devices does
not necessarily mean the programmer is really using it to type or browse code.
Yet, because the pairs worked on a machine with one keyboard and one mouse
possession of keyboard and/or mouse is a hindrance for the other programmer
to use them and thus to become the driver. If one partner touches the keyboard
while the other partner still has control of it, the time span where both partners
have their hands on the keyboard is measured as conflict. Grabbing the mouse
while the other partner has control of the keyboard is measured as conflict as
well, assuming that the Eclipse IDE [23] (which was used for the task) requires
keyboard and mouse for full control over all features.
To obtain the measure of input device control, we transcribed the videos
of the programming sessions with separate keyboard and mouse events for each
programmer. We used a video transcription tool developed by one of our students
especially for the purpose of pair programming video analysis [24].
RHconf phrases our initial assumption that the novice pairs spend more time
in a conflict state than the expert pairs because they are less experienced in pair
programming and do not have a protocol for changing the driver and navigator
role. But this assumption could not be confirmed. Only three pairs spent more
than one percent of their working time in a conflict state. One of them is in the
expert group3 and two are in the novice group.
Pair Balance Figure 4 depicts the results from the analysis of input device
control. It shows that the majority of the observed pairs did not share keyboard
and mouse equally. To make this phenomenon measurable, pair balance b was
computed from the input device control as follows:
b=

min(t1 , t2 ) + 21 tc
max(t1 , t2 ) + 12 tc

(1)

The variables t1 and t2 are the times of input device control of the two partners,
and tc the time spent in a conflict state. The values for pair balance may range
between zero and one, where one designates ideal balance. A pair balance of less
than 0.5 means that the active partner controlled the input devices more than
twice as long as the passive partner. Six out of nine novice pairs have a pair
balance of less than 0.5; input device control is almost completely balanced in
one pair only. In the expert group only one pair has a pair balance of less 0.5,
but this pair is the most imbalanced of all. Table 1 shows the exact values for
all pairs together with the percentage of conflicts. To check how the participants
3

This is the expert pair that did not pass the acceptance test.

perceived pair balance, they were asked to rate the statement “Our activity on
the keyboard was equal.” in the post-test questionnaire4 on a Likert scale from 1
(totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). Figure 5 displays histograms of the replies
for both groups. The participants’ reactions on that statement are not correlated
to the corresponding pairs’ balance values (tested with Kendall’s rank correlation
test, τ = 0.142, p = 0.324). Their perception seems to differ from reality here.
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Fig. 5. Replies to “The activity on the keyboard was equal”.

Driving Times Based on the assumption that one programmer remains driver
until the other programmer takes control of the keyboard and/or mouse, driving
times were computed from the keyboard and mouse transcripts. The driving
4

Unfortunately, one expert pair had to leave before filling out the post-test questionnaire.

Table 1. Balance and Conflict
Pair

Balance

Conflict [%]

N1
N2
N3
N4∗
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
E1
E2
E3∗
E4
E5
E6
E7

0.37
0.15
0.18
0.22
0.65
0.26
0.14
0.95
0.72
0.78
0.65
0.78
0.77
0.12
0.59
0.57

0.75
0.10
0.57
0.33
10.42
0.94
0.75
0.54
3.60
0.33
0.79
4.36
0.47
0.78
0.03
0.71

∗

Did not pass accept. test.

time is the time span from the point a programmer gains exclusive control over
the keyboard and/or the mouse to the point where the other programmer takes
over. This time span includes time without activity on the input devices. In case
of conflict, the time is added to the driving time of the programmer who had
control before the conflict occurred. Further video analysis could help to identify
the driver during those times. But since at least 90 percent of the working time
is free of conflicts the driving times should be precise enough. Figure 6 shows
a boxplot of the mean driving times of all pairs5 . The average driving time of
all participants is below four minutes. The pairs switched keyboard and mouse
control frequently. At first, the high switching frequency seemed rather odd,
but this finding is in line with observations made by Chong and Hurlbutt [10]
on a single team of professional programmers working on machines with two
keyboards and mice. They state that within this team programming partners
switched keyboard control frequently and rapidly. In an exemplary excerpt from
a pair programming session in [10], the partners switched three times within two
and a half minutes.

5

Threats to Validity

Apart from the different expertise in pair programming of the expert and novice
pairs other possible explanations for the observed differences in the data set
5

Pair N3, represented by the outlier in the novices’ boxplot, had a phase of more
than 100 minutes where one programmer showed absolutely no activity on the input
devices. This biased the mean.
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Fig. 6. Mean Driving Time of the Pairs.

might exist. The novices also have less general programming experience and
experience with test-driven development than the experts. Another threat to
validity results from the fact that this study is a quasi-experiment and almost
all experts came from one company: Thus, the outcome may also be affected by
selection bias.
Furthermore, the pairs might not have shown their usual working behavior
because of the experimental setting and the cameras. The participants had to
rate the statement “I felt disturbed and observed due to the cameras” on a
Likert scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). Figure 7 displays histograms of the participants’ ratings. In general, the cameras were not perceived
as disturbing, although it seems as if they are a bigger source of irritation for the
novices than for the experts. Another reason for unusual working behavior might
be that the participants were not accustomed to pair programming and therefore
could not pair effectively. But we think that this is unlikely because the experts
were used to pair and the novices had been trained to pair in the project week
of our extreme programming lab course shortly before the quasi-experiment.
Moreover, the fact that experts were paid for their participation and novices
not might have lead to a bias in motivation. Figures 8 shows the frequency of
replies on the statement “I enjoyed programming in the experiment”. The experts’ distribution of replies seems to be shifted to the right compared to the
novices’ one which might indicate a higher motivation of the experts. But as
the data set is small, this difference is not statistically significant. The participant’s motivation might also be influenced by how well the partners got along
with each other. Figure 9 summarizes the ratings of the experts and novices of
the statement “I would work with my partner again”. As before, the experts’
distribution appears to be shifted to the right compared to the novices’ one. Yet
again, this difference is not statistically significant, due to the small size of our
data set.
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Finally, the task was used in other studies before so some participants might
have known the task. Consequently, we asked the participants if they already
knew the task before they started. All participants answered the question with
no.
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(b) Novice’s Replies

Fig. 8. Replies to “I enjoyed programming in the experiment”.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This article presented an exploratory analysis of a data set of nine novice and
seven expert pairs. The experts’ tests had a higher quality in terms of instruction, line and method coverage, but in return the expert pairs were significantly
slower than the novice pairs. The most important implication of the observed
differences is that generalization of studies with novices remains difficult. Also,
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Fig. 9. Replies to “I would work with my partner again”.

the direction of the difference is not necessarily the one predicted under the common assumption “experts perform better than novices”. In order to determine
the reason why the expert pairs were slower than the novice pairs two things
have to be done next: First, further analysis of the recorded video could indicate where the experts lost time. Second, we need to check whether the experts
adhered more rigidly to the test-driven development process than the novices,
which might be time consuming. We will do this with the revised version of our
framework for the evaluation of test-driven development initially presented in
[11].
The analysis of input activity revealed no significant differences between the
groups. Nevertheless, it revealed that the roles of driver and navigator change
frequently and that a majority of the pairs has one partner dominating input
device control. The question what the less active partner did still needs to be
answered. Analyzing the existing video material, focusing on the verbalizations
of the programming partners, should help to answer this question.
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